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ABSTRACT 

May 1984 

Blocking is one of the intc:nsive atmosplleric disturbances which c;;:ln maintain for a long lirne. In this paprer we 

investigate the generil conditions favorable r..,r the generation and maintenance orthe intensive distucbances. First. the 

cyolutional process of disturbances. supenmposcl on a je,·lilF.e zonal flow is studied by using th~ wave-packeT 

representation and th~ WKBJ method. ~cond. the mechanism for generation and maintenance of disturban.:es is 

investigated by usil'g the nonlinear equation~ and the general physical laws. Finally. some numerical experiments an: 

given for illustration. shOWing the rapid absorption of disturbances by the jet-like zonal flow in (lnc case and the 

maintenance of disturbances for a long time in the other case. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Blocking is an important anomalous phenomenon in the atmospheric circulation. Currently. 
many intensive observational studies and theoretical investigations have been devoted to this 
problem. Owing to these worldwide intensive investigations we have got much better 
understanding of the mechanism for the generation and rnaintenance of the blocking. Blocking 
itself is a large scale flow pattern with intensive anticyclonic vorticity which maintains for rather 
long time. Other intensive disturbances are cut-ofT low, the abnormal intensive ultralong wave:>, 
strong asy:nm~tricity of the circulation pattern. strong flow across the equator. the stratospheric 
sudden warming and so on. They Jre also associated with some kinds of anom3!ous states in the 
atmospheric circulation and are of practical impo!"tance in the middle and long range w~ather 
forecast and climate prl!diction. It seems thou an extension of the investigation to Including the 
mechanism of the generation and maintenance of the intensive disturbances is desirable. and this 
extension in its (urn might help us to get a supplementary understanding oi blocking. 

It must be pointed out that in our atmosphere there is always a jet-like zonal ilvw and, 
thus, there generally exists interaction between the zonal flow and dlsturhanccs. As well known 
irom many climatological uosen;alJonal studies (sec. for e;..amplc, Lorcnzlll). the quasi-stationary 
planetary waves arc gencraied and maintained by the forcing, but the transi.;nt cudies by the 
barociinic cO:1Version from zonal to eddy available potential energy, while they both feed their 
kinetic energy to the zonal flow. Therefore. the generation and maintenance of atmospheric 
disturbances are very closely related to the interaction along with the forcing. 1n this paper, we 
will first summarize some result5 in the aspect of interaction, making emphasis on the 
~volutional process for the disturbances. and then indicate the general conditions favorable for 
their generation and maintenance with illustration by some numerical exp!:riment:> 
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II. EVOLUTION OF DISTURBANCES SUPERIMPOSED ON A JET-LIKE ZONAL FLOW 

Representing atmospheric disturbances by a wave-packet. the propagation of forced quasi-
stationary disturbances and the mechanism of teleconnection have been investigated by Grose and 
Hoskinsl1J and Karolyl3J. Taking the wave-packet representation and making emphasis on the 
energetic aspect the evolution of transient disturbances has been investigatedl8.9J by Young and 
Rhinesl4J, Lu and ZCngl,·6J, LU(7J and Zengl8.9J. 

For simplicity, we now take a linearized barotropic quasi-geostrophic model without forcing and 
dissipation (see, Zeng'8~ 

(I) 

where U = Vl/sinO, Vl is the zonal flow, q its quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity, "'. the perturbation 
of stream function, 9 the co-latitude, I, the Rossby deformation radius, and I. the characteristic length 
for the disturbances. All the variables and coordinates are nondimensional. 

Assume that U and aqjay are slowly varying functions of y and f , let £ be a small parameter, 
introduce 

x=£x, Y=£y, T=£f, (2) 

and represent 1/1' in the form of a wave packet 

(3) 

where 0" and ~ (j=O,l, ... ) are all slowly varying functions of (x, y, f). Using the WKBJ method, we 
obtain 

(4) 
and 

(5) 

(6) 

The components of group velocity ar~ given by 

(7) 

From (5). we obtain the following integrals 
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where U = V1/sin9， V1 is the zonal 00民主itsquasi-geostrophic potential vorticity，ψ， the perturbation 

of stream function， 9 the∞-latitude，いheRossby deformation radius， and 1. the characteristic length 

for the disturban田 s.AlI the variables and coordinates are nondimensional. 

Assume that U and oq/oy are slowly varying functions of y and t ， let εbe a small parameter， 
introdu白

x=εx， y=ε:y， T=εt， (2) 

and representψ， in the form of a wave packet 

砂'={叱(X，Y.η+ε 問(X，y'η+…}eil(x. Y. T)/ε ， (3) 

where 0" and匂(j=O，l，.・.)are all slowly varying functions of (x， y， t). Using the WKBJ method， we 

obtain 

(σ-mU)"l+mp=O， (4) 
and 

1 '1'01 n ..2m'F'， y21 '1'01"，. oU 
γ2D，1 'I'ol/DT+τ~D(ly ，l/DT+一一~v. c; -mn一|矧=q，2 -(1' ，--. 2 -， ••.•. oy (5) 

where (1= -ofJjoT， m言。OjoX.n=oUjoy' '12三 m2+ n2 + p2. p2 = (lJ1r) 2 . sin2(i， tr三 oq/dy，and 

δ0δ  
DII/DT=一 +CIIX一一+C.に τ

(1'- - dT μ dX . -"dY (6) 

The components of group veIocity ar~ given by 

du _ 2m2 

{cq=UアC 
Oσ 2~nB 一，y-
dnーヲ"41'

(7) 
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:Tfffy21If'oI2dXdY= ff'lf'o'2mn~~dX dY, (8) 
w w 

ff,-I :T(y4 1If'oI2)dXdY=O, (9) 
w 

ff[ a 22 UO-Ua 2 2J aT(Y 11f'01)+ If aT(Y I 'Pol) dXdY=O, (10) 

w 

where the integration is taken over the whole wave packet w. y211f'012 and y4 1 'Po12 are the analogues of 
energy and enstrophy density respectively, and U 0 is a constant. 

From(4) and (7) and by using some kinematic relationships we obtain an equation for the change 
in the tilt of trough-ridge lines as follows 

(11) 

According to (8), a disturbance is intensified, i.e., its energy increases with time, if the averaged 
mnaV/iJYis positive, while it decays if the averaged mnau/ay<o. On the other hand, the term -au/ay 
generally is the dominant on the right hand side of (1 1) if U is ajet-like zonal Oow. Therefore, a growing 
disturbance, i.e .. the averaged mnau/a Y> 0, gradually turns its trough-ridge lines toward a meridian, 
then becomes a decaying disturbance with mnau/iJY<o, and after that its energy is absorbed by the 

zonal flow, and the trough-ridge lines become more and more tilted. Only in the unstable case, i.e., there 
exist ~ < O,and (Do - D)/~ < O,in some areas included in the region occupied by the disturbance, can the 
disturbance maintain a large amplitude for a long time. 

111. THE FAVORABLE CONDITIONS FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF DISTURBANCES IN A 

BAROTROPIC ATMOSPHERE 

So far as the linearized Eq. (I) is a good approximation to a potential vorticity equation 
and the disturbance can be well represented by a single wave packet (3), the condition for 
maintenance of intensive disturbances is the instability of the zonal flow. However, if the 
nonlinear terms can not be omitted, or the disturbances can not be well represented by a single 
wave packet, the problem becomes complicated. For example, if the disturbances are represented 
by a linear combinatiom of several wave packets, we have to investigate their interference, and the 
Eq. (11), valid for a single wave packet, can not correctly predict the change in the tilt of the 
trough -ridge lines, hence the lifecyde of the disturbances. 

It is better to directly use the nonlinear equations and the general physical laws. We have 
the conservation of potential vorticity, the conservation of the vector of the total atmospheric 
angular momentum and the inertial axis of atmospheric motion, if there is no orographic forcing 
and the energy source and sink. Therefore, we come to the following conclusion (see Zeng (9). 

Nonzonal disturbances will maintain and will not be completely absorbed by a jet-like zonal 
flow in a barotropic atmosphere without forcing and dissipation, if one of the following con-
ditions is satisfied: (i) there are three or more centres of potential vorticity in the whole sphere, 
(ii) the atmospheric inertial axis does not coincide with the one of the earth's rotation. 
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The zonal flow has two potential vorticity centres, eac.h at one pole in the two hemispheres. 
Not~ that a sufficiently intensive individual vortex (cyclone or anticyclone) is usually associated 
with a potential vorticity centre, hence there exist at least three centres, and t~e nonzonal 
disturbances can maintain to some extent. Second , the atmospheric inertial axis does not 
coincide with that of the earth's rotation if there is a strongly asymmetric flow pattern, for 
example, an intensive ultra-long wave with wavenumber 1. It is also interesting to point out that 
there are always several potential vorticity centres if the zonal flow is unstable and the 
disturbances are located in the area with #<0. Besides, the existence of strong flow across the 
equator will create more potenial vorticity centres in the equatorial region. All these are the 
favorable conditions for the maintenance of nonzonal distUrbances; 

Along with the above-mentioned conditions, the orographic forcing and the energy source,of 
course, are the other factors for thr generation and maintenance of disturbances. 

IV. BAROCLINIC CASE 

In the baroclinic atmosphere we get the results similar to those obtained in Section n if the 
wave packet is located far away from the bottom boundary (see Zeng [IO~. However, if a distu-
rbance is located near the bottom boundary, the situation is complicated. Second, similar to the 
results in Section III, we have the conservation of poteiltialvorticity, conservation of potential 
temperature, conservation of the vector of total atmospheric. angular momentum, and 
co~rvation of the atmospheric inertial axis in the· ideal baroclinic atmosphere without 
orographic forcing. However, the bottom boundary plays a special role. Namely, if at . the 
bottom boundary the atmosphere has three or more centres of potential temperature or 
potential vorticity, the nonzonal disturbances will always be maintained. Besides, if at the 
bottom boundary, the atmosphere has only two centres of potential temperature and two centres 
of potential vorticity, but these two families of isoplethes do not coincide with each other, the 
advc:ctions of these two quantities always remain, hence some unsteady nonzonal disturbances 
exist all the time. 

We come to the following conclusion: 
Nonzonal disturbances will maintain and will not be completely absorbed by the jet-like 

zonal flow in a baroclinic atmosphere without orographic forcing and diabatic heating, if one of 
the following conditions is satisfied: (i) there are three or more centres of potential vorticity in 
some of the isentropic surfaces over the whole sphere, (ii) the' inertial axis of the atmosphenc 
motion does not coincide with the axis of the earth's rotation, (iii) at the bottom boundary either 
the potential temperature field or the potential vorticity field has more than two centres, or the 
two families of isoplethes do not coincide with each other. 

This conclusion is valid for the ideal atmosphere. In the real atmosphere, the orographic 
forcing, the heat flux due to the ground and sea surface temperature anomaly, as well as the 
heating due to the condensation in the atmosphere playa very i~portant role in the generation 
and maintenance ·of the disturbances as have been emphasized by many investigators. Here we 
would like to point out that the pure dynamical" factors, the orographic and diabatic forcing 
usually interact strongly with each other. For example, high-level intensiye vorticity centres are 
usually related to the condensation heating in the atmosphere and to the orographic forcing, or 
generated and maintained by the heat or energy fluxes from upstream or below, while the 
regions with strong surface advection are almost coincident with the distribution of surface heat 
sources and sinks. Thus, the orographic and diabatic forcing usually amplify the dynamical 
effects. 
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V. SOME NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

In order to test the theoretical results, we have carried out some numerical experiments. We use a 
hemispheric grid point model with conservation of the total energy for the barotropic primitive 
equations (Zeng et alP I),). The initial zonal Dow is taken as the climatological one at SOO mb in the 
Northern Hemisphere with a small correction near the pole and the equator. The initial nonzonal 
disturbances of geopotential field will be described in each experiment, and the initial wind field is 
calculated by the gcostrophic relationship. . 

EXpD'iment L The initial nonzonal part of geopotential field is a four-wave. pattern (zonal 
wavenumber is 4~ given by the CoUowing formulas . 

{ ": -A'iD( .:.). siJvnl. 
<p "",0, 

(9 < 90 < 7C/2) 
(12) 

where the amplitude Ais a constant. In Fig. 1 the dashed lines show the initial geopot~ntial field, which 
has only one centre of potential vorticity at the pole (the potential vorticity field is not given in this 
figure~ The solid lines are the calculated geopotential field on the 7-th day, showing a strong absorption 
of eddy energy by the zonal Dow. The disturbances decay rapidly. 

Experiment 2. The initial fields are taken by adding four intensive vorticity centres to those 
used in experiment r, and the initial potential field is given by the dashed lines in Fig. 2 The 
solid lines represent the field on the 10th day, showing the maintenance of the intensive vortex 
centres. 

Experimmt 3. The initial fields are a superposition of an intensive vorticity centre 00 the 
initial field used in experiment 1 (Fig. 3(a». The computed evolution is given. in Fig. 3 (b). (c) 
and(d». showing a very typical downstream eITect and maintenance of some disturbances. 
Downstream troughs I. II, and III successively become very deep. 

Fig. I Geopotential field. Fig. 2. Geopotenti,d field. 

Dashed hnes - imtiaJ. solid hn~--{)n the 7th day. Dashed lino-initial. solid lines-oo the 10th day. 
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V. SOME NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

In order to test the theoretical results， we have伺 πiedout回 menumeri伺 lex戸riments.We use a 

hemispheric grid point model with conservation of the to凶 energyfor the barotropic primitive 

equations (Zeng et alP 11，). The initial zonal Oow is taken as the climatological one at S∞mb in the 

Northem Hemisphere wi白 asma1l ∞rrection near the pole and the問uator.The initial nonzonal 

disturban田 5of geopotentia1 field will be dcscribed泊 eachcxperiment， and thc initial wind field is 

calculated by出egcostrophic relationship. 

EXpD'I1PIent L The泊itialnonzona1 part of geopotential field is a four-wave. pattcm (zonal 

wavenumber is 4~ given by the CoUowing (orm叫u

{日S旬開叫
¥01  

tp';::::O， 

(9<90<π:/2) 

(θみ90}
(12) 

whcre the amplitude A.is a constant. In Fig. 1 thc dashed lines show thc initial gcopot~ntial ficld， which 

has only one田 ntreofpote凶aIvorticity at the pole (也cpotcntial vorticity ficld is not given in this 

figurc~ The solid lines are the calculat“geopotcntial field on the 7・thday， showing a $troog absorption 

of eddy cnergy by tbe zonal Oow. The disturban偲 sd配 ayrapidly. 

Experiment2. The initial fields arc takcn by adding four intcnsive vorticity centr回 tothose 

used in experimcnt r， and thc initial potential field is givcn by thc dashcd 1in回 inFi島工The
soIid lincs rcpresent the field on the 10th day， showing the maintenance of the intensive vortex 

centres. 

Experimmt 3. The initial fields are a supcrposition of an intcnsive vorticity白 ntre00 the 

initial field uscd in expcriment 1 (Fi多 3(a)).The computed evolution is giveo. in Fig. 3 (b). (c) 

and(d)). showing a very typical downstream efTect and maintenance of some disturbanぽ s.

Downstream troughs 1， 11， and 111 successively become very deep. 

Fig. I Geopotential日e1d. Fig. 2. Geopotenti.d lield. 

Dashed hnesー imtiaJ.solid hnes-<>n the 7th day. Dashed lino-initial. solid lines-、00the I伽hday. 
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Fig. 3. Geopotential field. 

(a) initial, (b) on the 4th day, (e) on the 8th day, (d) on the 13th day. 
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Fig. 3. Geopotential lield. 

(a) initial， (b) on the 4th day， (c) on the 8th day， (d) on the 13th day. 
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